


It is the most exclusive line of 
wines, which gives a unique, 
superior and original experience 
and pays homage to the roots 
of our land. "Campidivini" 
recalls the ancient origins of 
Camperchi, that is "Fields of 
Hercules" where there was a 
temple dedicated to the 
mythological hero.



With this 
proposal we have 
enhanced the 
territory and its 
history



The search for quality starts in the 
vineyard, through the most 
scrupulous control of the whole 
production process, from the 
manual pruning, to the periodical 
controls made directly by our 
oenologist, to the very high 
planting density which guarantees 
a low yield for each plant, up to 
the hand harvesting.



Six di�erent wines which represent 
the essence of the vineyards they 
are named after, through the most 
accurate selection of the best 
grapes directly by our oenologist 
during harvesting.

LIMITED EDITION



Every vineyard has a distinct 
personality, which gives wines 
unmatched characteristics and 
makes them real masterpieces 
capable of surprising for the 
pleasantness of tastes and the 
uniqueness of aromas.



Every sip releases strong 
emotions and inspires wonderful 
verses which tell about a day 
among Camperchi's vineyards, 
where the fruits of the generous 
lands are harvested thanks to the 
passion and the wise work of man.



The limited production of every reference is declared on 
each bottle in order to guarantee the exclusivity of the 
product.



The use of sealing wax with the seal of Camperchi that 
gives value to the packaging, certifies the origin and 
enhances its authenticity.



“A new day begins. 
At the first light of the morning, under a few drops of dew that express all the freshness of Corniolo, 
a flower opens and gives off a fine perfume.
In our hands we welcome the fruit of a noble vineyard, a gesture of love that represents the care 
and dedication we put into the production of our wines.
In the Camperchi vineyards, the rustle of the leaves is the sensorial background that accompanies 
the discovery of a wonderful uncontaminated nature where a wine with a sweet character 
and a gentle flavor is born, the result of passion and dedication.
The bunches of Sangiovese from the ancient Il Moro vineyard get drunk with heat and 
welcome a divine flavor.
At sunset, after a day of sunshine, the scents and colors of ripe grapes emanate from the vineyards.
Night falls, in the ancient La Trove Rosso vineyard the typical wind of Camperchi caresses the vines."

Day in Camperchi



Unique and inimitable personality. An organic wine obtained 
mainly from Sauvignon grapes grown at an altitude of 600 meters 
with the addition of Grechetto which gives structure and volume 
to a particularly fragrant product with a pleasant freshness. It is 
presented with great floral finesse and aromatic delicacy.

“A flower opens, fresh with dew on the other side of the hill. 
Greet the day with a fine and delicate hope. A look to the south, 
the wind between the vines, here comes il Corniolo.”

IL CORNIOLO BIO
Toscana i .g.p .  bianco



True jewel of Camperchi, obtained from the organic grapes of La 
Cornia vineyard; a few hectares harvested by hand and carefully 
selected to guarantee a limited and exclusive production. 
Characterized by a good intensity and spiciness with hints of red fruit.

“A distant look into the mysterious secret of a noble vineyard.
The hands collect intense bunches of perfect balance.”

LA CORNIA BIO
Pinot nero / Toscana i .g.p .



The gentlest care, the essence of a wine with a gentle and noble soul 
made from Sangiovese, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Petit Verdot 
grapes. The careful selection of the grapes, the long and soft maceration 
on the skins and the southern exposure guarantee the excellence of this 

limited production.

“Rustle of leaves in the country paths among the Camperchi vineyards. 
Uncontaminated nature, it grows silently in an embrace of passion.”

LA VILLA
Chianti Superiore d.o.c.g.



It is one of the top wines of our winery, obtained from the vinification 
of selected grapes mainly Sangiovese coming from the vineyard "Il 
Moro". A complex and elegant wine, it represents the sunniest areas of 
Camperchi, where the fruity notes are exalted and the acidity reaches 

a perfect harmony.

“The bunches of grapes become inebriated with color 
under the Tuscan sun. Il Moro is the vineyard 

that welcomes the knowledge of divine pleasure.”

IL MORO
Sangiovese /  Toscana i .g.p .



It is the memory of our first wine, a blend of carefully hand 
selected grapes from the oldest vineyards. Fresh and balanced, 
easy to drink and with good persistence.

“At sunset among brown lands and scented vineyards.
You can perceive the intense red colours of every ripe berry.
Freshness and divine enthusiasm in a glass of ruby.”

LA CHIUSA
Toscana i .g.p .



The elegance of the wind among the vines. Powerful and elegant 
wine, obtained from one of our oldest vineyards. It is the perfect 
expression of Camperchi's terroir: earth, sun and air give it energy 
and balance.

Nocturnal hills caressed by the warmth of a temperate wind. 
Camperchi wine tells the story of the ancient vineyard. 
La Trove Rosso, balance in a ruby   red glass.”

LA TROVE ROSSO
Merlot / Toscana i .g.p .



Our wines are appreciated all over the world, 
thanks to the great commitment and passion for 
our work and our land. We have received 
numerous awards and prizes from the most 
prestigious international competitions, in di�erent 
vintages.

PRIZES & AWARDS
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